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Key Takeaways
Multicloud Isn’t A Single Strategy
At its basic level, enterprises leverage multiple 
cloud vendors to satisfy different workloads. 
More complex versions include splitting an app 
between multiple vendors, maintaining a single 
app across multiple vendors, and leveraging a 
single vendor across two deployment options.

But The Term “Multicloud” Is Used To Describe 
Much More
designing for portability, bursting, and cloud-
based disaster recovery often carry a label of 
multicloud. However, each describes reasonings 
behind multicloud architectures, not an 
architecture itself.

Don’t force More-radical Approaches
usually, more complex multicloud strategies are far 
from optimal. firms use these when they have no 
other choice. don’t force a more complex version 
than necessary, as it drastically increases cost.

Why read This report
Multicloud and hybrid cloud are equally useless 
terms, and yet, in reality, they define your obvious 
cloud strategy. Having multiple platforms, cloud 
and noncloud, allows for flexibility and choice. 
However, complex flavors of multicloud have 
forrester’s infrastructure and operations (i&o) 
pros and leaders asking, “is the pain worth the 
gain?” This report serves as a primer on the 
various types of multicloud, exploring the various 
pros and cons of each model along with its 
commonality among verticals and workload types.
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The Pain is usually Worth The Gain (But Not Always)

Hybrid cloud and/or multicloud is your obvious cloud strategy — or is it? forrester outlined the basics of 
hybrid and multicloud in our report “Top 10 facts Every Tech Leader should Know About Hybrid Cloud.” 
But a larger story is emerging that questions the very nature of using multiple platforms — cloud or 
noncloud. factors favoring variety are freedom of choice, heightened resiliency, and application-specific 
sourcing optimization. in opposition is the inefficiency associated with managing multiple versions, 
adding complexity and redundancy as enterprises veer toward cloud strategy pragmatism. As 
enterprises question the very nature of multiple platforms, they come to obvious conclusions:

 › At times, vendor variety is worth it. Multicloud is popular for good reason. different platforms 
have different strengths. By leveraging multiple cloud platforms, organizations see freedom of 
choice and application-specific sourcing optimization. This can meet a variety of app or end user 
demands, whereas forcing all workloads to fit on a single platform can be detrimental to regulation, 
cost, performance, or user experience. secondarily, using multiple platforms reinforces the concept 
of heightened resiliency by not putting all one’s eggs in a single basket.

 › On the other hand, strategic partnership creates great value. some companies believe 
that maintaining multiple platforms can be expensive, whether for a portfolio of workloads or, 
even more, for a single application, and thus decide to focus on a single strategic partnership.1 
The streamlined productivity, unified native management tooling, single data location, reduced 
redundancy, and ability to leverage unique and maintained services outweigh the benefits of added 
freedom.2 strategic partnership can also reduce the risk that too much complexity can introduce.

Key Drivers for Multicloud

When forrester asked North American and European infrastructure technology decision makers 
employed at enterprises why they leverage multiple cloud platforms, the three most common responses 
embraced the concept of strategic rightsourcing: to improve performance of latency-sensitive apps 
(31%); because different apps require different cloud services (28%); and for disaster recovery (26%).3 
Most cloud-savvy companies are familiar with these efficiency principles. However, via inquiries and 
briefings, forrester has uncovered other common reasons that enterprises turn to multicloud:

 › Unique strengths outside a primary provider. some enterprises reluctantly leverage clouds 
outside their primary cloud platform due to unique value-adds that they can’t find on their primary 
platforms. Examples include adtech and video streaming companies drawn to bare metal services, 
or favorable pricing for high i/o configurations while leveraging a megacloud provider for workloads 
without these characteristics.

 › Compelling discounts. Microsoft has long used discounting on office 365 and skype as a way of 
incentivizing the selection of Azure as a primary platform.4 Microsoft can clearly hold its own in the 
public cloud platform market — it’s a Leader in in “The forrester Wave™: full-stack Public Cloud 
development Platforms, North America, Q2 2018” — but many enterprises note that its discounting 

https://www.forrester.com/report/Top+10+Facts+Every+Tech+Leader+Should+Know+About+Hybrid+Cloud/-/E-RES143160
https://www.forrester.com/report/The+Forrester+Wave+FullStack+Public+Cloud+Development+Platforms+North+America+Q2+2018/-/E-RES137577
https://www.forrester.com/report/The+Forrester+Wave+FullStack+Public+Cloud+Development+Platforms+North+America+Q2+2018/-/E-RES137577
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program lured them to Azure and resulted in a multicloud strategy. These accounts were often 
early Amazon Web services (AWs) users, heavily leveraging the platform for net-new development 
and ease of portal use. such users have more recently moved some of their traditional enterprise 
applications to Microsoft Azure to use up the credit hours granted to them via negotiation.5 Google 
Cloud has been similarly leveraging Google Ads discounts as a way of drawing more enterprise 
workloads onto its platform.6

 › Users. in highly distributed iT environments, developers and business users often make their own 
sourcing decisions. in many situations, preference alone leads to a multicloud strategy. At times, a 
centralized group takes over some or all environments to provide more cohesion. rarely do such 
multicloud strategies transform into a single cloud story. initial selection may be the result of early 
testing or of the role of the individual doing the early testing. factors could include fit to a particular 
use case, a specific cloud provider’s geographic presence, or word of mouth. Less distributed 
groups may select multiple clouds to satisfy the demands of users they serve and gain credibility 
across business groups for delivering the desired capabilities.

 › Customers. The everyday B2C customer doesn’t care much about where you host your website or 
free software-as-a-service (saas) product. But B2B companies serving other businesses through 
digital platforms or a saas solution find that sourcing can make or break a deal. Not only is initial 
selection important, but in some cases, hosting that same workload on multiple clouds is critical (e.g., 
simultaneous multicloud). Customer opinion in these situations can be a result of: 1) industry stances, 
such as mortar and brick retailers avoiding AWs, given Amazon’s dominance in eCommerce, or 2) 
proximity to their primary platform to minimize latency and egress costs to their other apps.7

 › Partners that pick for you. Just as B2B clients enforce their choices, powerful partners may 
insist that you connect and work with them in a specific cloud platform that may differ from your 
primary cloud platform. The most cost-effective solution in this case is typically branching out into 
the preferred platform rather than switching primary providers — creating a multicloud scenario 
regardless of original intent.

 › Diversification of risk (in theory). regulators and internal auditors push for single-vendor risk 
mitigation in the event of cost escalation or complete failure. The fear typically isn’t about a short-
term outage but rather a massive pivot that puts a provider out of business or drastically changes 
its prices. financial regulators have started to ask for this next-level redundancy, but the reality 
behind the ask seems to miss the mark. These “doomsday” scenarios are fear mongering at its 
worst, given that there are no examples of cloud providers increasing pricing and that the major 
providers are arguably more financially stable than the financial institutions themselves.8

 › Strengthening the power of negotiation (also in theory). overconfident enterprises believe 
that having presence and experience on two platforms makes them more powerful in contract 
negotiation. unfortunately, most enterprises don’t spend enough on a given platform to unveil 
favorable discounting. splitting between multiple platforms further decreases their spend size. 
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And to truly claim portability, you’d need to build for it. This driver makes sense for very large 
cloud consumers but is often not relevant for the average enterprise unless it’s considering heavily 
investing in a smaller player.

Get Clarity on The Types of Multicloud

Before exploring the pains and remedies for various multicloud circumstances, first clarify the specific 
multicloud variations. At the most basic level, some scenarios leverage multiple platforms across a 
portfolio of workloads, and others do so for a single application or app ecosystem. Most assume 
portfoliowide or a large subset of applications. Top scenarios include (see figure 1):

 › Multiple clouds hosting different apps based on app characteristics. This model involves 
leveraging multiple cloud platforms for parts of your application portfolio due to different strengths 
in each platform or preferences of your developer or business users. sourcing is decided on an 
app-by-app basis, looking at the organization’s users or characteristics as they map to the various 
services available. To speed up the process, enterprises create rules regarding characteristics of an 
application that make one choice suitable over another.

 › Multiple clouds hosting parts of an app ecosystem (hybrid app architecture). some 
applications or app ecosystems are designed to leverage multiple platforms — both cloud and 
noncloud. This is often due to availability of a service from a specific cloud provider, to avoid cost 
escalation, to meet required regulation, or to satisfy preferences of those accessing the workloads. 
This can be architecturally challenging. Common examples include customer- or partner-facing 
websites with elements subject to regulation, or heavily opinionated customers with deep pockets, 
edge scenarios, and medical research. Although a hybrid architecture may help mitigate latency 
where it matters, e.g., local decisions for the edge, internet-of-things (ioT) devices, or the shopping 
experience on a retail website, it isn’t easy designing a network architecture that considers cost 
and acceptable latency for each connected element in the ecosystem.

 › One cloud, multiple deployment options, and similar operations using common APIs. 
for some, multicloud doesn’t mean multicloud platforms of vendors but multiple deployment 
environments with the same APis. The ability to choose where the environment lives is a bigger 
concern than vendor flexibility. Today, Azure paired with Azure stack tells this story, and to a more 
limited extent, so does vMware Cloud foundation paired with vMware on AWs.9

 › Multiple clouds being used simultaneously for a single app. simultaneous multicloud is 
multicloud in its most extreme form. it entails running the same application simultaneously on 
multiple cloud platforms. This requires building the application identically on two or more cloud 
platforms. due to complexity and cost, it’s very uncommon. Consideration is often limited to 
independent software vendors (isvs) delivering saas solutions to highly opinionated clients with 
deep pockets and inflexible public cloud vendor preferences. regulators in the financial services 
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industry are trying to push for this to mitigate risk of “complete business failure on part of a cloud 
provider” and to avoid overdependence on a cloud provider. regulators may ultimately find that it 
has the opposite effect. But, in practice, you’ll find few examples.

fIGUre 1 The four Types of Multicloud

Type Use cases

Preference for different 
clouds; cost or feature 
advantages; minimizing 
risk; leverage

Delivering fast websites 
while minimizing cost of 
meeting compliance 
regulations with greater 
assurance of doing so; 
leveraging cloud for 
processing anonymized 
data sets

Power at the edge tied to 
critical workload; running 
higher utilization rates 
than otherwise possible

Hosting a digital platform 
with varying B2B 
requirements to do 
business; mandates by 
regulations

Multiple clouds 
hosting different 
apps based on 
app 
characteristics

Multiple clouds 
hosting parts of 
an app/app 
ecosystem, 
e.g., hybrid app 
architecture

One cloud with 
multiple 
deployment 
options, e.g., 
common API

Multiple clouds 
being used 
simultaneously 
for a single app

Challenges

Training for multiple 
platforms; multiple tools; 
integration

Latency; egress; data-out 
costs

Cost of getting like 
environments; cost of 
data movement

Knowledge on multiple 
platforms; consistency of 
workload; syncing 
environments; use of 
unmanaged solutions until 
feature parity between 
providers; cost escalation 
to deliver same workload

Public
examples*

The 
Coca-Cola 
Company; 
BP; Toyota; 
Mastercard

Most retail 
websites

Brink’s; 
Carnival 
Cruise Line

GE Predix; 
SAP Cloud 
Platform

Is it
common?

Yes

Yes

No

No

*Note: These examples come from public case studies and keynotes.

Some Organizations focus Their Multicloud Strategies On Building for Portability

The options outlined above describe infrastructure decisions for hosting an application, but for some, 
multicloud isn’t about today but rather about choice later down the road; they want flexibility of vendor 
choice in the future. if the circumstances change, they learn more about the platform, or the platform 
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capabilities improve radically, will they have the portability to move their applications to other cloud 
platforms? This simple question has widespread implications. Cloud platforms aren’t the same, and 
portability between them will always require significant work.10 use of application or developer services 
unique to the provider makes it even harder to move. Enterprises face a big decision about whether the 
loss of value and speed to market is worth this portability. Even those that choose portability identify 
areas for exceptions where they’re willing to accept vendor or platform lock-in, all in the name of value 
and speed. Those that choose portability use these approaches:

 › Leverage Kubernetes (K8s) for abstraction. developer platforms, like Cloud foundry and 
openshift, segregate app and infrastructure layers, often through K8s, while discouraging the 
use of services specific to a cloud platform. it’s then up to your own consumption and vendor 
selection to ensure that this decoupling from the platform continues. Amazon, Google, oracle, 
and rackspace all have their own managed K8s flavors on their platforms, which provide ongoing 
management (e.g., day 2) support, but to remain unattached, you’ll need to continue to limit the 
use of easily accessible services unique to the platform.

 › Leverage a management tool for abstraction. Through their portals and the use of proprietary 
template patterns, hybrid cloud management tools (e.g., rightscale, scalr, and vMware vrealize 
suite), also decouple the app and infrastructure layers while discouraging the use of services 
specific to a cloud platform. This allows for changes in sourcing decisions later. using other 
templates or orchestrating elsewhere requires discovery and conversion to gain full management 
control over those launched resources.

 › Write for the “least common denominator” or “if-then” logic for each platform. using an 
alternative approach to decoupling is ill advised. if you choose to take that path, you must limit 
yourself to solutions consistent between providers or plan logic for multiple platforms. Early 
attempts at multicloud did just this. Limiting to the basics enabled conversion tools to easily 
convert to an alternative offering. Building for each platform, with logic for each, translates to bulky, 
inefficient code that’s time-intensive to create and maintain.

 › Seek vendor-neutral app and dev services (that don’t currently exist). There’s a belief that a 
market of third-party services will emerge to deliver consistent app and developer services on 
all the major cloud providers. The vision is giving value regardless of location, with a responsible 
party taking on the development, updates, and stack management. Cloud foundry’s ecosystem 
approach showed early promise but little momentum. The market is anticipating the release of 
multicloud marketplaces, but it’s still just a concept.11

 › Minimize the impact of the lock-in. some enterprises willingly opt in on lock-in if they can 
minimize the required operational time through a managed version of an offering. smart 
practitioners follow two simple rules: 1) Limit yourself to services that deliver a managed version 
of a technology that’s highly common elsewhere (e.g., Kubernetes or sQL) and 2) limit yourself to 
services that don’t impact the normal running of the application (e.g., dBaas or monitoring).12 With 
these guidelines, they get the value they seek without a painful rework.
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When Multicloud isn’t The Answer

Being multicloud in some form is the obvious solution for most companies, but there are exceptions.13 
When they evaluate the economics, logistics, or partner relationships, multicloud simply doesn’t make 
sense for some situations. some fringe cases consider this on a macro level, disregarding the value of 
micro-level efficiencies of app-by-app sourcing. The us department of defense’s JEdi proposal is one 
such example.14 These companies intentionally limit platform types, accepting high levels of lock-in in 
the name of simplicity. for other companies, the micro-level efficiency is missing. When they look at 
the logistics and specifics of an app, app ecosystem, or relationship, multicloud escalates costs for 
them. When you believe your mutlicloud options are limited:

 › Determine whether this is opinion or fact. Theory is great, but if the numbers don’t work out, it’s 
useless. Before diving too far into the decision about your multicloud or single-platform approach, 
do testing to determine if performance or resource investments play out favorably in that model.

 › Define the scope of the limitation. Most limitations aren’t total. does the decision apply to a 
single app hosting decision, on a team level, or to apps that connect to a certain data set? or 
does it represent a corporate-wide need? sometimes this is easy to discern; for example, when 
your .NET users want to use Azure and a separate team is already heavily using AWs and its many 
app and dev services. But at times, it’s harder to define, especially if there are cost, latency, or 
compliance implications to a multicloud approach.

 › Push the limitations to see if you can overcome the barriers. Creativity and problem solving is 
key in the cloud era. if you’re experiencing a very real pain for the desired multicloud strategy, 
explore whether those are truly barriers or simply hurdles that require flexibility. forrester has 
seen many “barriers” break away — steadfast capital expenditure budget preferences may 
dissolve; patient records might get nonidentifying codes; inspirational leaders may be able to 
turn around hard-headed, long-time employees; or bursting could happen, with extensive 
changes, at the right moment.

Multicloud May Not Be Plausible

Creating two isolated cloud environments across two or more cloud platforms has few barriers 
other than the increased burden of more vendors and the requirement of more skills. But as these 
environments connect with a data set, an app, or an app ecosystem splitting across these platforms, 
challenges can arise. At times, these challenges make multicloud implausible:

 › Painful networking charges. Each of the cloud providers has different ways of charging for 
networking usage. for example, AWs doesn’t charge to move data onto its cloud or inside an 
availability zone (AZ). However, any traffic that moves from inside an AZ to other AZs, regions, 
platforms, or public areas will incur a cost of $0.01 per gigabyte (on AWs). Many companies don’t 
realize the amount of traffic that moves between different tiers of an application and have been 
shocked that network costs are higher than any other part of the bill.
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 › Problematic latency and bandwidth. Application services and data are no longer separated by 
feet but possibly by thousands of miles. Communication times can grow by orders of magnitude 
and make application experiences painfully slow.15 in addition, 10, 40, and 100 GbE connections 
found in data centers don’t exist as readily outside of them. The bandwidth is throttled by 
competing traffic from other customers in the data center or across WAN connections. Network 
traffic can be held in buffers or slowed down to accommodate the limited bandwidth, which adds 
more latency to application communication.

 › Different types of tools. The public cloud providers allow customers to use their own networking 
and security services within compute cloud platforms, but that comes with a cost. The cloud 
providers offer free versions in the hope that customers will choose a free version and weave it into 
the application, such as proprietary APi calls. Writing code to leverage a particular cloud service 
will make it difficult to develop or move an application to a different public cloud platform.

 › Double the work (or more) with half the productivity. Manufacturing in the airline industry strives 
toward a lean supply chain to streamline processes by eliminating waste and non-value-added 
activities such as vendor maintenance. similarly, organizations setting up new instances on new 
platforms will repeat the same activities — such as iP address management, security profiles, and 
account management — for little added value through business continuity or redundancy.

 › Cost-affordable disaster recovery. Enterprises may leverage multiple cloud data centers; 
availability zones; or, in theory, multiple cloud platforms to provide business continuity for all or a 
portion of their applications. in practice, achieving active-active, even in a single cloud provider’s 
availability zones or regions, is too expensive for most workloads, let alone creating versions 
and maintaining them on multiple cloud platforms. Although the theory allows a range of disaster 
recovery approaches, cost and time create real limitations that make a disaster recovery plan less 
tangible if it stretches across clouds.

recommendations

your strategy is Multicloud — Now What?

Knowing that their strategy will leverage multiple clouds doesn’t answer many questions for i&o 
professionals. Get specific about your multicloud plan and goals before jumping into decisions about 
public or private cloud and complex sourcing algorithms for determining the fate of your application 
portfolio. What greater purpose does your cloud strategy serve? What specific efficiencies — process 
and resource utilization — do you seek for your company, and why are those important? This report 
should help you decide which multicloud approach you’re targeting and which you deem too painful to 
implement. Here are some of the early questions you’ll be asking:
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 › Is the pain worth the gain? for most companies, a basic multicloud strategy is the clear answer — 
the value outweighs the cost without need for significant cost analysis. if you’re considering more 
involved multicloud strategies or a radical single-platform environment to serve all apps, you have 
some significant work ahead. rarely is this an easy yes-or-no question. you’ll need due diligence to 
creatively overcome the barriers or cost escalators.

 › Are we over-architecting our multicloud strategy? you may be overly complicating your cloud 
strategy, building in significant inefficiency without reason. There’s no problem with the most 
simplified approach to multicloud. Those contemplating a more complex multicloud strategy are 
doing so because they have no other choice. An executive, a regulation, latency, or customer 
demand is forcing their hand toward a harder version of multicloud. if that’s not your situation, go 
with the easiest path.

 › Is this the moment for change? Too much change at once can spiral costs, and your business, 
out of control. However, there are moments when you should evaluate more radical change. 
These “change moments” typically occur when contracts end, massive refreshes are pending, 
new leadership enters an organization, or staffing radically changes. Change moments occur 
when it’s more tolerable to pivot direction due to compelling cost avoidance figures, higher 
appetite for change, or dire need. if your organization is planning to build a new data center, 
refresh a colocation contract, reduce tech organization staff size, hire cloud skill sets, replace 
C-level leadership, or undergo a massive infrastructure refresh, it’s worth evaluating a more radical 
approach. determining whether this is your moment of change may determine whether you should 
consider a more involved multicloud or an even more radical idea — a single-platform strategy.
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supplemental Material

Survey Methodology

The forrester Analytics Global Business Technographics® infrastructure survey, 2018, was fielded 
between July and september 2018. This online survey included 3,391 respondents in Australia, 
Canada, China, france, Germany, the uK, and the us.

forrester Analytics’ Business Technographics ensures that the final survey population contains only 
those with significant involvement in the planning, funding, and purchasing of business and technology 
products and services. research Now fielded this survey on behalf of forrester. survey respondent 
incentives include points redeemable for gift certificates.

Please note that the brand questions included in this survey should not be used to measure market 
share. The purpose of forrester Analytics’ Business Technographics brand questions is to show usage 
of a brand by a specific target audience at one point in time.

Engage With An Analyst

Gain greater confidence in your decisions by working with forrester thought leaders to apply  
our research to your specific business and technology initiatives.

forrester’s research apps for iOS and Android.
stay ahead of your competition no matter where you are.

Analyst Inquiry

To help you put research 
into practice, connect 
with an analyst to discuss 
your questions in a 
30-minute phone session 
— or opt for a response 
via email.

Learn more.

Analyst Advisory

Translate research into 
action by working with  
an analyst on a specific 
engagement in the form 
of custom strategy 
sessions, workshops,  
or speeches.

Learn more.

Webinar

Join our online sessions 
on the latest research 
affecting your business. 
Each call includes analyst 
Q&A and slides and is 
available on-demand. 

Learn more.

http://www.forrester.com/app
http://forr.com/1einFan
http://www.forrester.com/Analyst-Advisory/-/E-MPL172
https://www.forrester.com/events?N=10006+5025
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Endnotes
1 By whittling down the number of vendors, i&o teams have standardized not only deployment and configuration of 

virtual infrastructures but also the capacity management, patching, image creation and management, and life-cycle 
management for their environments. see the forrester report “source your Network Architecture from A strategic 
Partner.”

2 There are many examples of these services among the hyperscale providers. for Azure, look at Azure digital Twins or 
Azure sQL database. for AWs, consider Aurora or ioT Core. Typically, infrastructure services are relatively simple to 
convert between major players. it’s database, app, and development services that differ. source: “Cloud Products,” 
AWs (https://aws.amazon.com/products/) and “Azure products,” Microsoft Azure (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/
services/).

3 source: forrester Analytics Global Business Technographics infrastructure survey, 2018.

4 source: Jason Webster, “Microsoft incentive Program to Help your Business Get started with Cloud in 2017 
– Microsoft Azure,” eGroup, february 13, 2017 (https://www.egroup-us.com/microsoft-incentive-program-help-
business-get-started-cloud-2017-microsoft-azure/).

5 source: forrester analyst inquiries and interviews.

6 source: Anthony Ha, “Google rebrands its ad lineup, with AdWords becoming Google Ads,” TechCrunch, June 27, 
2018 (https://techcrunch.com/2018/06/26/google-ads-rebrand/).

7 Alberston and Target have moved to Google’s and Microsoft’s cloud platform. source: danny vena, “Amazon 
fear is driving retailers to Microsoft’s Cloud,” The Motley fool, January 28, 2019 (https://www.fool.com/
investing/2019/01/28/amazon-fear-is-driving-retailers-to-microsofts-clo.aspx).

8 source: Eric Lu, “Cloud costs aren’t actually dropping dramatically,” Hacker Noon, January 5, 2018 (https://
hackernoon.com/cloud-costs-arent-actually-dropping-dramatically-cd94051b021c).

Looking at market caps from major cloud providers versus financial institutions does speak to comparisons between 
these markets: MsfT: $820 billion, AMZN: $812 billion, GooGL: $784 billion, JPM: $345 billion, BAC: $277 billion, and 
WfC: $231 billion. To search and view cloud providers’ market caps, visit this website. source: yahoo finance (https://
finance.yahoo.com/).

9 for more information on the impact of Azure stack on hybrid cloud, see the forrester report “Azure stack sparks The 
Hybrid Cloud Explosion.”

10 see the forrester report “The state of Cloud Migration, Portability, And interoperability, Q4 2017.”

11 several major players have started testing the potential for a multicloud marketplace. Press releases thus far haven’t 
provided details around these plans.

12 dBaas is database-as-a-service.

13 Mass migration, the migration of complete application portfolios, questions the very nature of multisourcing, posing the 
question of whether consolidation on fewer choices creates greater systemwide efficiency from reduced complexity. 
Today, 75% of North American and European enterprise infrastructure technology decision makers who use cloud 
consider their strategy to be hybrid, with many defining hybrid as a form of multicloud. We find that 64% fall under one 
of these variations: 1) multiple apps on multiple platforms based on characteristic (27%); 2) common API between 
public and private clouds (20%); 3) simultaneously running an app on multiple clouds (13%); and 4) an app or app 
ecosystem split across multiple platforms (4%). Additional resources that also align to multicloud messaging include 
consistent management across multiple platforms (7%) and disaster-recovery-as-a-service (DRaaS) (5%). Source: 
Forrester Analytics Global Business Technographics Infrastructure Survey, 2018.

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES61299
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES61299
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES140433
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES140433
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES122895
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14 “The iT industry is not alone in its concerns over a single cloud provider. When the rfP was announced, Air force 
deputy Chief of staff for intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance Lt. General veraLinn ‘dash’ Jamieson 
said she does not want the Air force to use one cloud provider, since ‘multi-cloud’ will give the enemy ‘a targeting 
problem.’” source: Tom schatz, “A closer look at dod’s cloudy JEdi contract,” fCW, August 10, 2018 (https://fcw.
com/articles/2018/08/10/comment-schatz-jedi.aspx).

15 The multiple communication request from an application — such as acknowledge and response — can quickly grow 
for thousands of packets sent.
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